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1. Introduction. In a paper [l]1 published in 1941, the writer

showed that if one function is maximized subject to a linear constraint,

a related function is minimized subject to an associated linear con-

straint. Specifically he showed that if <p(qi, • • • , ff„) is maximized sub-

ject to the "single" constraint /.!",, paqa = m and qi = q<(pi, • • • , pn)

(i=l, ■ • ■ , n) are the first order conditions for this maxi-

mization, then the function ip(pi, • • • , pn)=<i>[<li(pi, • • • , pn), • • • ,

On(pi, • • • , pn) ] is minimized subject to the same constraint except

that the p's are now regarded as the active variables. In the paper

mentioned, he gave geometric and analytic proofs that the first order

conditions for \p are satisfied, but attempted only a geometric proof

for the second order conditions.

In the present paper, this theorem is extended to the case in which

the constraint is no longer bilinear in the two sets of variables but

quite general. Moreover, we admit more than one constraint, in fact

any number fewer than the number of q (or p) variables. The proof is

analytic for the second order conditions as well as the first. Finally,

in a supplementary section, it is shown how the two-way relation-

ship between <p, \p and the constraints sometimes can assist in the

integration of total differentials.

The present theorem bears more than a passing resemblance to

Mayer's law of reciprocity for isoperimetric problems in the calculus

of variations [2]. There the same extremals that maximize or mini-

mize one integral subject to a second, also maximize or minimize the

second subject to the first.

2. The theorem. Suppose that <p(qi, • ■ • , qn) and aG(qi, • ■ • , qn;

Pit • ' • i Pn) (ct — 1, ■ ■ ■ , m;m<n) and their first and second partial

derivatives are defined and continuous for Q = (qi, • ■ • , qn)E^A and

P=(pi, ■ • • , Pn)£33, where<vf and 33 are domains in their respective

spaces. Suppose furthermore that there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the points of zA and 33; that is, to each QE^A, there is a

P = (Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pn) = (pl ••-,/£)€« such that <f>(qu ■ ■ ■ , qn) is
rendered stationary at Q subject to the m constraints aG(qi, ■ ■ ■ , qn;

Pi, ' " " i Pn) — 0> the p's being regarded as parameters or inactive
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variables in these constraints. Let qt = qiipi, • • • , pn) (*' = 1, ■ • • , n)

be the relations that render </> conditionally stationary at Q—they

are the relations that express the correspondence between the points

of iA and "B. Then these relations q% = qiipi, • • • , pn)—or, what

amounts to the same thing, their inverses Pk = Pk(qi, • • • , qn)

(K = i, ■ ■ ■ , n)—will also render the related function \pipi, ■ ■ ■ , pn)

= 4>[qi(pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn), • • • , qn(pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn)] stationary at P subject

to the m constraints aG(ql, • • • , q%; pi, • • • , pn)=0, the q's now

being regarded as the inactive variables. Moreover, if the second

order conditions in Lagrange multiplier form [3] for the proper or

improper maximization (minimization) of <b(qi, • • • , qn) subject to

aG(qi, ■ ■ ■ , qn; pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn) =0 (a = 1, • • ■ , m), them's inactive, are

satisfied at Q, then the second order conditions in the same

form for the proper or improper minimization (maximization) of

$(pi, • • ' , Pn) subject to the constraints aG(gf, '••,<£', pi, ' ' •, pn)

= 0, the q's inactive, will be satisfied at P.

3. Notation. The general q variable will always carry a lower case

(small) subscript, the general p variable a capital subscript—ç,-, qt,

Pk, ps', this convention will be all the more adhered to in summa-

tions. Differentation with respect to a g variable will be denoted by

a lower case subscript, with respect to a p variable by a capital sub-

script: (pi = d<p/dqi, 4,K=d^//dpK, aGi = daG/dqi, aGx = daG/dpK, «X,-
= ôaX/5ç,-, qiK = dqi/dpK, pKi = dpK/dqi, (bij = d2<p/dqidqj, \pKL

= dh¡//dpKdpL,aGiK = d2íG/dqidpK, and so forth. The umbral notation

will be used, and a repeated subscript will mean summation over the

natural range of the subscript—1 to m for a and 1 to b for all other

subscripts.

4. The first order conditions for \p. The fact that </>(gi, • • -, q„) is

stationary at Q subject to the constraints

(1) «G(gi, • • • , qn; pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn) = 0     (a = 1, • • ■ , m)

where P=ipi, ■ • ■ , p^E'B (this is assumed) can be expressed in

the Lagrange multiplier form

(2) 4>i- a\aGi = 0 (i = 1, • • • , n);

these equations are, of course, necessarily satisfied when <p is a con-

ditional extreme at Q. The second order conditions for the conditional

extremization of <p, in Lagrange multiplier form, when <b is condi-

tionally extremized (0 can be stationary at a point without being

extremized), hinge critically upon the conditional quadratic form in

the £'s
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(3) [<t>ii ~   <*X aGij\Íi^j

this quadratic form being subject to the linear constraints (again in

the ¿'s)

(4) aG&  =  0 («=   1, ,m).

<t> will be properly or improperly maximized (minimized) subject to

its constraints according as this quadratic form is conditionally

negative (positive) definite or semidefinite.

(1) and (2) can be regarded as equations in the "unknowns" «X

and g,; we know that if „Xp and g4 are a particular set of values for

which these equations are satisfied, then they can be solved to give

the aX and g, as unique, single-valued functions of the pK within

some neighborhood of P=(pf, • ■• , pt), the values of the functions

(regarded as a vector) lying within some neighborhood of the aug-

mented point (iXp, • ■'■ , OTXP; gf, • • • , 5»), provided the jacobian

of the left-hand members of (1) and (2) with respect to aX, g¿ does

not vanish at ({kp, ■ ■ - , mXp; gf, • • • , g£; pf, ■ ■ ■ , pi). The ja-

cobian in question is nothing other than the bordered determinant

0

0

iGi

lGn

0    id

0

nGl

vPi

lGn

«o„

<¿>t/ aX aGij

associated with the conditional quadratic form (3), (4), the jacobian

and the determinant both being different from zero whenever <f> is

properly conditionally maximized or minimized. At all other points

QEzA, the possibility of expressing the qt (and the associated aX) in

terms of the £'s is guaranteed by an explicit assumption in the hy-

pothesis of the theorem.

By definition,

HPu ' • •  r Í«)  ■ <l>[qi(Pl,  ■  ■  ■   , Pn), ' ' '  , ?„(/>!, Pn)}

and\pK = 4>iqiK', also, if we think of theg's in (1) as functions of the £'s,

aGiqiK+aGK = 0. If now we multiply (2) through by g¿x and use the

umbral notation to sum over all i,

(5)
0  =  <t>i ÇiK  —   aX aGi qiK   =  TpK  ~   (~ aX)  aGjr

—  ÏK  —   aO- aGK (K  =   1, , n),
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where the ao"=—«X are new Lagrange multipliers. (5), of course,

implies that \p is stationary at P subject to the constraints

aG(qlt ■ ■ • , q„; pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn) =0, the g's being regarded as inactive.

5. The conditional extremization of \¡/. We can think of the p's in

(2) as replaced by their values in terms of the g's—by hypothesis 33

is mapped in a one-to-one manner onto zA so that not only is every

g< a single-valued function of the p's but conversely every pK is a

single-valued function of the g's—and then differentiate this equa-

tion with respect to gy:

§a ~ aX,- aGi — ah(aGij + aGis psi) = 0   or
(6)

<j>ij —  aX aGij =   aX,' aGi +  aX aGiS pSj (i, j —   1, • " •  , »).

If the last equation is multiplied through by £¿£;, summed with

respect to i and j, and (4) is taken into account, we recognize the

equivalence of the two quadratic forms in the ¿'s:

(7) \4>ij — «X aGij} %%!; ¡ =  aX aGiS psjtâi-

That is, either one of these forms, taken subject to the constraints

(4), is positive or negative definite (or indefinite) if the other is.

Clearly there must be a similar equivalence between the two

parallel quadratic forms in the 77's,

(8) X^KL —   aO- aGKL\riKVL   =   «C aGxt qtL VKVL

subject to the parallel linear constraints

(9) aGK VK = 0 (a — 1, • • ■ , m),

these linear and quadratic forms being related to ^ and the «G's,

regarded as functions of the active variables pK, in the same way

as the quadratic forms in (7) and the linear constraints (4) are re-

lated to <f> and the „G's, regarded as functions of the g<.

(In the hypothesis of our theorem we have assumed the existence

of only the first and second partial derivatives of <p and the aG,

and some doubt may arise about whether this is sufficient to insure the

existence of the \pKL in (8). Now \p(pu ■ ■ - , pn)=4>[qÁPu ' '.' , Pn),

■ ■ ■ , qn(pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn)] and \pKL = (l>stqsKqtL+<psqsKL- But the g's are

obtained as functions of the £'s by solving (1) and (2), so that at

first sight the existence of the qSKL, and therefore tPkl, would seem

to depend on the existence of the third partials $¿yr. However,

ipKL = aO'aGKL+aOLaGK+aO'aGKtqtL (this equation is a strict parallel to

(6) and is derived in the same way), and since aa= — „X, \¡/kl exists

if the second partials of <j> and the aG do.)
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From (1), aGiqiu— —aGu, so that if we set

(10) & = qiuvu (i = 1, • • • , »),

(11) aGi & = aGi qw vu = — aGu Vu = 0        (a = 1, • • • , m),

the final equation being true in virtue of (9) ; and since the constraints

(4) are satisfied—in fact, the real meaning of (11) is that (4) and (9)

are equivalent—the values assigned to the £< by (10) are legitimate.

If now we introduce (10) into the second form in (7) and remember

that psjqjv = o'sv (the Kronecker delta), we get

„X aGis psj qw Vu q¡v Vv = «X «Gis ipsj q¡r)vv qw Vu

(11) — aX aGis osv Vv qw Vu = «X aGiv qw Vvvu

= — af aGiv qw VvVu,

the final quadratic form being (because of the assumed continuity of

the second partial derivatives of the aG) the same except for the minus

sign as the one on the right in (8). In other words, under the linear

constraints (4) or their equivalent (9), either quadratic form in (8) is

the negative of the corresponding quadratic form in (7), and vice-

versa.

From this the second part of our theorem, having to do with the

reciprocal relationship between the conditional maxima and minima

of <p and yp, follows immediately.

6. Application to total differentials. The result that \fi is condi-

tionally stationary whenever <p is can be applied to total differentials.

Let the coefficients d of the differential expression

(12) diqi, ■ ■ ■ , qn)dqi = [y(qh ■ ■ ■ , qn)]~'1<l>idqi

satisfy in — l)(w — 2)/2 independent six-term integrability conditions,

<t>iqi, ■ - • , 5n) being a parent integral. Suppose we can find m func-

tions „G(<7i, • ■ • , qn; pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn) such that the m+n equations

(13) aG — 0, d — aß ad — 0 (a = 1, • • • , m\ i = 1, • • • , n)

can be solved to give the m+n "unknowns" ap, qi as unique single-

valued functions of the pK, the point (qu • • • , q„) ranging over some

domain zA as (pi, ■ • • , pn) ranges over a domain of its own <B. What

this really means is that the parent integral (¡> is being rendered sta-

tionary subject to aG = 0 for (pu ■ ■ ■ , pn)E^- Since y(Ci—ariaGi)

=<j>i—yau aGi, the yau can be identified with the ¿X in (2) ; and we see

that the values of the qi in terms of the pn obtained by solving (13)

are the same as those obtained by solving (1) and (2) if the <j> and
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the aG of the present section are identified with those of the earlier

sections. Moreover,

.      . Ci qiK   —   aP aGi qiK   =   —   aP cpK
(14)

=  — 7  x «X uGk = 7  1 a.0- uGk = 7  1 ̂ K,

so that the total differential

(15) DK(pi,  •   •  •   ,  pn)dpK  =   —   aP uGk dpK   =   7_1 $K dpK

is integrable. (The Dk in (15) are defined by the identity Dr

= — aP uGk, in which we think of the ap and the g,- in „G^gi, • • ■ , g„;

pi, ■ ■ • , Pn) as replaced by their values in terms of the pK-)

The integrals \¡/(pi, • • • , pn) of DKdpK and 0(gi, ■ • • , g„) of C^g,-

are, of course, related as the ^ and <p of our theorem on extremes. If

(12) should happen to be difficult to integrate formally, while (15) is

comparatively simple, we can first find \p and then use the transforma-

tion between the g¿ and the pK defined by (13) to compute <j>. (15)

might be simpler to integrate than (12) because although the inte-

grating factor is the same for both, that is, y, the expression for 7 in

terms of the pK may be simpler than the expression for 7 in terms of

the g¿. "Almost any" transformation can be used to introduce a new

set of variables pK in terms of the original variables g< and then

CiqucdpK will be integrable if Cidqi is ; the point of the present section

is that if functions aG satisfying our assumptions can be found, the

correlated total differential DKdpK can be obtained without having to

go back to ddqi and compute the partial derivatives of the g¿ with

respect to the pK (assuming that equations (13) have been solved,

we simply use the relation Dk= —apaGK).
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